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• This briefing is a followup to a briefing at last years ACC workshop...
• The Atmospheric Composition Constellation (ACC) and the Workgroup for
Information Systems and Services (MISS) within the Committee on
Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) Is developing a portal to support
interoperability among the atmospheric composition research and
apple 4MWna communities.
• The portal was called for by CEOS as part of the sanctioned constellations
and is a GEO task
• A need was perceived to develop a shared collaboration place for
remotely sensed atmospheric composition related data and information
• The aim is to enhance international cooperation, data sharing and
services
• The technical challenge is to explore how disparate systems across
agencies and countries can work together more seamlessly.	 7
• Provide access, tools, and contexlual.guidance to scientists
and value-adding organizations in using remotely sensed
atmospheric composition data. information, and services.
• Help foster interoperabllty and application of atmospheric
Composition data, information and services worldwide.
• Identify the unique requlraments and common (shared)
features of the ACC end GEOSS users to provide a value-
added and complementary capability.
• Work with partners in CEOS and the broader AC community in
advancing the AC Portal
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20100020150 2019-08-30T20:53:22+00:00Z
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• Atmospheric Science Researchers
• Value-adding organizations
1. Process (aggregate, alter, combine or analyze) remote sensing data
I Develop decision support tools or particular applications and users
Users can be characterized by their:
Domain Groups: Air Quality, Climate, Stratospheric Ozone
Data Needs: Nearrreal-dw, Forecast, Archived data
Information Contszt Needs
•	 Processes Lead, assumptlons made In deriving AC data products
•	 Understanding appicabiity of AC data products In their domain
•	 Availability of Bala products
•	 Previous uses of AC data products
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Current Status of AC Portal
'Alpha' release planned
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for April 2010
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Goal: Demonstrate the feasibilityof connecting distril 	 atm
composition data and analysis tools into n oommon and shared web
ospheric
framework
Initial effort focused on:
• Collaborattvey creating a wad application within VWDC•RSAT for comparison
of satellite derived atmospheric composition datasets accessed from
distributed date sources
• Implemotilation of data access and Interoperabilky standards
• SoAU feedback from paternal users
• Espe0egy from ACC participents
Data
Ozone (now)
NO2 (corning soon...)
• Alpha release at end of April
Seeking alpha testers—
Send email to Chds.Lynries@nasa.gov
• Soto release in August 3010
• Include feedbadc to alpha release
• Add more datasets, functions
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• We seek your recommendations in developkg the AC Portal — what would be
useful from your perspective?
Data Users
• Do you have unmet or challenging remotely sensed AC data needs?
• Any issues you encounter In Working with remotely sensed AC date?
• Do you need a y Droaeebfg, analysis, visueliradon tools to supplemars
your existing too u?
• Would x4ualiretion and analysis tools In an online environment be useful?
• Do you work with mstadkiff?
• Data Providers
• What N knpMlant for = jour9f ou  data to know when applying k to airquality otclkmM ppt(Olg7
• Watt kind ofNifonnation would you Ilk* to get from users of your date?
• Contacts at the ACC Workshop;
• Chris Lynnes, Kuhn trim, Ytumg4n Won, Richard Eckman
• For more information and provide feedback and comments:
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